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Meet the team 
We’re both 15 years old. We started the project together. We 

enjoy singing and dancing. We love trying new things, 

exploring different places and taking on new challenges. 

 

 

Summary 
Our project is about how the 2020 leaving certificate has 

affected students. We wanted to see if this was due to covid-19, 

different variables or has it always been like this. There have 

been many debates on how the predicted grades went this 

year. We wondered whether the result would have been the 

same as other years if covid-19 was not a factor? 

Introduction 
 



The aim of this project is to see how the leaving certificate 

grading system impacted students. Researching the data we 

got from our survey and explaining our information 

thoroughly. 

Background research 
We carried out a quick survey for the principal of each school 

to answer, this gave us the information we needed to sum 

everything up. Our main reference would be the survey and 

what the principals said and the website we used to get the 

emails 

 
Experimental methods 
We sent out an anonymous survey to all the secondary schools in 

Ireland. We got back 44 responses out of the 700 + schools we 

emailed to make sure we had at least reached all opinions given to 

us. We decided that 44 responses would be enough answers for us 

to evaluate our data. In the survey, we requested for the principal 

or any faculty that could be available to answer the questions. We 

wanted to know what the teachers and principals' opinions were 

and we also asked for simple data such as average CAO points. We 

asked 11 questions in the survey.  

Results  

 



These are some examples of 

our questions in a pie chart format. We used spreadsheets to 

look at our replies more closely. 

 

 

 

 

Conclusion 
 

In conclusion, this PowerPoint is the data and information we 

collected from our survey. We saw that most schools did think 

this year affected them and only a very small handful had 

different opinions and most that were in the middle said it 

depended on the student and their environment. We think this 

 



year significantly affected students as this year was not the 

easiest to study for, as 3rd years last year we learned during 

the lockdown and adjusting to online school was very difficult 

and we couldn't even imagine how it was for 6th years. We 

reached our aim from the hypothesis as we looked at the 

answer we received and we thoroughly sorted it out. We did 

meet some errors as the emails did not get to all schools due to 

gmail services but were quickly fixed and we sent it out again 

properly. If we were to improve our project we would ask 

different questions. 
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Appendices 
The email we sent out with survey to all secondary schools 

Dear Principal/Deputy Principal, 
 
                                Firstly we would like to thank you for opening this 
email. We would like to introduce ourselves. We are two girls in 

 



transition year at Mount Mercy College in Cork, Ireland. Our names are 
Daniella Egwim and Esther Aribasoye. We are writing to you to acquire 
data and information for our project for Scifest 2020.  
 
We are doing a survey based on how the 2020 leaving certificate 
grading system impacted students. We are doing this project with Teen 
Turn and we will be presenting in December and this project must be 
completed by the 30th of November. We understand that this is a 
stressful time for everyone due to Covid-19, but we would greatly 
appreciate it if you could take some time out of your busy schedule to 
answer this survey. As the deadline approaches, we would hope that we 
could receive an answer by Wednesday the 18th of November as this 
survey is a key part of our project. 
 
We have attached the survey below. Thank you for reading this email, 
for any more information contact coordinator@teen-turn.com 
 
 
Kind regards, 
 
Daniella Egwim and Esther Aribasoye 
 

Websites 
● https://www.cso.ie/en/search/?addsearch=leaving+cert 

 
● https://www.education.ie/en/Schools-Colleges/Services/DEIS-Delivering-Equality-of-

Opportunity-in-Schools-/FAQs.html 
 

● https://www.education.ie/en/Schools-Colleges/Services/DEIS-Delivering-Equality-of-
Opportunity-in-Schools-/DEIS.html 

 
● https://www.independent.ie/irish-news/education/more-than-2800-leaving-cert-2020-c

andidates-apply-to-sit-november-exams-39598908.html 
 

● https://www.irishtimes.com/news/education/leaving-cert-results-all-you-need-to-know
-about-calculated-grades-1.4345625 
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